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Prosser School Community Facility and Program Survey 

The Purpose of the data collection  is to help (1) facilitate community conversations among all stakeholders (2) 

review Prosser School District facility and program needs (3) assist with formulating a facility and program plan 

for the School Board and the community  *See all eleven (11) pages of the Study and Survey Report 

Overall Scores / Building Condition Scores  

 Elementary    Elementary 
Average 

Middle 
School 

High School 

 Heights Keen River Whitstran     

Capacity     2 4 3 

Condition 2 3 2 2.3 3 2 

Functional 
Adequacy  

2 3 1 2 4 2 

    6.3 11 7 

       

5 Excellent   4 Good  3 Fair  2 Poor  1 Unsatisfactory  

What the Task Force Learned From the Study and Survey  

 Enrollment Projections  

 Slow and steady 

 Capacity Analysis  

 All Elementary Schools need capacity enhancements and decision making regarding grade 

configurations   

 Heavy reliance on portables  

 Capacity is fair at Middle School and High School 

 Building Condition Reports 

 Fair at Middle School and Keen Riverview  

 Poor at Heights, Whitstran, and High School 

 Functional Adequacy  

 Good at Middle School 

 Fair at Keen Riverview 

 Poor at Heights and High School 

 Unsatisfactory at Whitstran  

 Community Stakeholder Input is Critical  

 How many projects? 

 How much money do we spend? 

 Should we reconfigure grade levels at the elementary schools? 

 Whitstran is in great need -- what to do? 

 Should we build a new High School? 

 Student transportation  

 Site inventory  
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School and Community Stakeholder Survey  

Circle All That Apply to You 

 Certificated  

 Faculty / Administrator / Counselor   Elementary   Middle School  High School 

 District Office Administrator  

 Classified  Transportation Building  Secretarial   Food Service   Maintenance  

   Custodial   Teacher Assistant   District Secretarial  

 Parent   Current Enrolled Student(s),   Student(s) Graduated,  Student(s) to Enroll  

 I am a prospective future parent living in the district 

 Community Member Living in the Prosser Schools Taxing District  

I rent 

I own a home 

I own a business 

I own agriculture property 

I work  

I'm retired 

Other ______________________ 

 

 

If you are interested in additional information or would like to participate in an additional survey 

leave your contact information  

 

Name _________________________  Phone ________________  Email _____________________ 
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Please circle yes or no and add your thoughts. Leave blank if you do not have an opinion.  

Secondary Schools: 

1. I support maintaining the current Middle School buildings  (Circle) Fill in your thoughts 

Yes 105  No 11 

1. I think in time the middle school needs to be remodeled too but for the time being I believe 

attention needs to go to elementary / high school 

2. It is the newer school. Until the other schools get their attention, the middle school can be 

maintained, but will need to be remodeled with the next few years.  

3. It was the most recently renovated and its ratings seem to indicate adequacy  

4. Fairly functional building (comparatively) 

5.  I feel all the schools should be maintained in order to make the school buildings last longer 

6. yes - if we don't maintain update we put ourselves back in the same poor position we just tried 

to dig out of 20 years ago. 

7.  Needs repair and maintenance  

8. Last priority  

9. We need better IT enhancements  

10. Maintaining is less expensive than replacing 

11. I would like a specific eating area for students and address the security issues we face 

12. Good location good layout 

13.  My portable is trying to die 

14. Maintain, replace portables, add space (lunchroom)  

15.  With the exception of the portables - money pit  

16.  Maintain its good / excellent condition but not at the expense of replacing PHS 

17.  If somehow they could enclose things. Its not very good the way it is 

18. Still useful at current state 

19. No - I put no because buildings would include the portables - they need to go 

20. Yes - however I'd like to see an addition to enclose our campus between the 100 and 300 wing 

21. Yes-ish. Needs enclosure for safety reasons 

22. The middle school is in the best shape when compared with the other schools in the system 
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23. Other buildings need more attention 

23. Improve if possible but lowest priority  

24. Need space for programs for students 

25. The middle school is an outstanding resource that is well used by the community  

26. Newer facility compared to other needs 

27. Not that there aren't needs but as our newest building the focus must be elsewhere 

28. There should be the option to add / repair facilities as needed 

29. Yes - Middle School is the feeder school for the HS and needs to prepare students to succeed 

at HS level 

30. There seems to be higher needs in other areas at the point  

31. I think the Middle School is quite adequate - certainly seems much more adequate than our 

current High School  

32. Yes - but, it's a good building but needs to be added on to 

33. Must maintain MS or will add it to list of issues as well 

34. More varied activities - music, vocational training - for our area - medical courses  

35. Less priority but maintain and upkeep critical 

36.  Probably - I'm assuming it needs some updates and they also have 30 + year old portables with 

un-housed students  

37. Need upgrades  

2. I support building a new High School at a new location (Circle) add your thoughts 

Yes 118  No 4 

1. Whatever works! 

2. I believe building a new school would make the most sense for providing the environment, 

materials and education needed for our students to succeed 

3. Needed 

4. Yes depending on funding 

5. Fresh start / clean canvass 

6. Then the Prosser Falls Alt. could move into the high school after its updated or its issues get 

fixed. 

7. PSD already owns the land by the stadium, there wouldn't be an additional cost of purchasing 

land for a new school 
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8. That would be optimal  

9. Yes - PHS is in disrepair  

10. The number of students have out grown the current building and there is not enough useable 

land to add on. Also I would love to see the current high school building to be used as the curriculum 

office, supt. office and Sped offices Along with the boys and Girls Club. 

11. Yes - after reviewing the data the condition and functional adequacy are poor 

12. One of these options is needed either 2 or 3 

13. Yes a new location makes sense the current location is too small 

14. Definitely much needed for many years 

15. We don't need a "gingerbread" but we do need more room and modernization  

16.  able to update technology wiring etc. 

17. yes condition of school is an embarrassment compared to all districts around us  

18.  I feel the current condition is to far gone to put a band aid on. It needs replacement to keep our 

students up and competitive with other students for college prep I have experienced firsthand how our 

students are lacking  

19. By any measure the High School is way below any reasonable standard 

20. Yes - old high school could serve additional purposes  

21. Maybe - depends on which plan gets more bang for the buck. Bottom line is we need a new 

high school.  

22. Yes our high school is a complete joke 

23. Yes - first choice 

24. Yes - The high school is not conducive to the required collaboration and maximum class size 

required by the state.  The technological capacity of the school is poor.  

25. It is becoming a safety and well-being issue for Prosser Students  

26. Above the stadium is perfect 

27. Better use of property near athletic facilities 

28.  Updated program and space for student learning  

29. The current location of the high school does not provide adequate parking, athletic space, etc. 

to support a new facility  

30. A new high school is long overdue.  The condition of the facilities here are appalling.  

Bathrooms, locker rooms, the main office smells of gas. (no one knows source)?  
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31. The high school is in more than poor condition and feel that students take more pride in what 

they have if conditions are adequate  

32. A new building is desperately needed. Not enough bathrooms for kids. Halls are so crowded, I 

worry about the safety of the students.  

33. Old facility is beyond repair 

34. Yes - Half of the student body is housed in dilapidated portables and an old church.  The wiring 

and tech infrastructure is not capable of handling the capacity needs at PHS, especially if we are trying 

to prepare students for college, career, and 21st century skills    

35. Yes - updated spaces are especially needed in Lab setting including science and career and 

technical education.  I am not sure if this can be accomplished through a renovation project. 

36. With 30 + students per period in small classrooms there is little room to do science labs.  The 

layout is inadequate  

37. Most cost-effective option.  Need acreage. Build a 21st century school  

38. Yes - The facility is in disrepair and overcrowded.  Safety is a major concern with many 

entrances that cannot be monitored  

39. Yes - Prosser Falls is under the sq. footage designated by the State.  We  have no teaching 

classroom, or computer labs for testing. 

40. Yes - At Prosser Falls, there is no classroom in addition to the main room.  There is no 

computer lab for testing while other classes are taking place.  

41. Use old building for Running Start / CBC, admin staff, Prosser Falls, etc.  

42. The campus has functional issues due to how spread out it is.  

43. Yes - the High School is really old - no way to modernize existing sgtructure even though the 

structure is pretty sound.  

44. While more expensive up front in the long run the better option current HS could be elementary 

space and district offices up stairs.  

45. Yes - #1 need 

46. Anywhere - ideally - baseball field area  

47. A new HS is needed 

48. I support either #2 or #3, whichever one would meet and maintain future and current needs.  

49. I think we need to keep it simple.  I heard last time comments on "why does it have to be so 

fancy"?  

50. Yes - you'll lose even more families to Tri Cities  

51.  Yes - providing that there is an academic focus not sports focused  
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52. No opinion / not sure  

53. I recently moved from a district that relocated a high school from a downtown to further away 

but still in city.  The new campus became closed and student infractions in relation to drugs and illicit 

behavior dropped 85%.  It took time to pass the bond, but the end result positively impacted the entire 

community.  

54.  Yes - must include agricultural facilities  

55. Yes -  need more room  

56. I would support #2 or #3 depending on the plan.  

3. I support renovating the current High School (Circle) add your thoughts 

Yes 32  No 78 

1.  Absolutely not.  We do the best with what we have but , this place is not ok.  The portables are 

all moldy and poorly insulated. I know restaurants have health codes, do schools?  I'm surprised there 

hasn't been any community complaints.  The lack of bathrooms is embarrassing. The halls are over 

crowed. There are electrical issues, for example you can't turn certain outlets on without other turning 

off. Part of our evaluation is student collaboration yet our classes are crowded and small and it makes 

this very difficult.  Students trip over each other, their backpacks, etc. In the winter, in the CTE 

buildings, the boiler goes off so loudly it shakes the items on walls.  Loud, distracting war zone noise 

makes it hard to teach.  The walkways are bumpy and uneven, this makes it next to impossible for 

students with special needs (wheelchairs) to navigate without tipping over.  The gym and many 

portables leak. There are problems with heat and AC most of the time.  It is a shame that the Sped is 

housed in their own building ...again surprised there haven't been serious parental concern. 

2. Is there enough space (land) to renovate at the current location, would the renovation be so 

costly it seems silly to sink money into making it work at current location?   

3. Whatever works! 

4. Turn it into the District Office and community center 

5. Inadequate and too costly for the final outcome 

6. Needs new building better SPED department, band room, science 

7. What does this involve? 

8. band. music, other clubs 

9.  It's too far gone to be cost effective to renovate plus there isn't room 

10.  No- absolutely need to be able to offer more clubs and activities and electives  

11. Yes depending on funding 

12.  The building is too far gone (beyond repair) 

13. Well I don't know. We can demolish that one and rebuild from ground zero 
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14. Yes - take out tennis courts and use cities.  Build a 2-3 story building for classes, Take out white 

church and build new 2-3 story building use those two building to house students while building new on 

existing grounds  

15. Yes, then they could continue to use that building for other uses 

16. Yes until the new one is built 

17.  No- I feel like renovating would not be adequate as there is so much work to be done 

structurally. Then the issue of parking. If there was an additional to the existing building, there would 

still be no parking.   

18. Only if building new isn't possible  

19. I believe that it would be too costly to attempt to renovate PHS 

20.. I would support this if it's used for another elementary or alternative  

21. No - build new 

22. No - the building is no longer a viable option to remodel or maintain  

23.  Able to utilize existing structure and incur less cost 

24. High school capacity is reached, no room for expansion, difficult to secure 

25. Space is not adequate for required facilities and parking  

26. No - new school in a new location could add function and better organization to the district  

27. No - just build a new high school -- way past due.  

28. No - we should build a new High School 

29. No - not for a high school location. Maybe for elementary or alternative school 

30. Yes - second choice 

31.  The high school cannot be fixed 

32. I don't believe renovating meets our future needs 

33. Not viable given advances in technology  

34. To small a footprint to renovate  

35. Not possible to bring our current facilities to standard that will bring students into the future 

36. We've band aid-ed long enough. Would not mitigate program and space issues  

37. The high school is past renovation status.  The building is old and not up to standards. 

38. The high school / church where my classroom is has poor ventilation carpet that causes 

students with allergies to have severe reactions   
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39. Need new school, not more band aids on something that isn't working  

40. There is a point where the building becomes a burden financially, that has occurred   

41. Floor space wouldn't allow for one 

42. Neither cost effective nor meeting long term facilities needs by renovating  

43. Inadequate footprint - traffic issues. Security safety issues (multiple entries, parents dropping 

kids @ multiple sites, wiring -computer) 

44. A new school is the only option in meeting the needs of students.  More classes would be 

available with a new facility.  

45. We need an all new facility that reflects the need of our students and the Prosser School District  

46. No - this does not solve parking, athletic fields, etc. issues we have 

47. It make more sense to start from scratch instead of putting more band aids on what's not 

working.  Also the open campus proves to be unsafe 

48. From what I've heard in the past , there's not enough space on the current campus  

49. A new one needs to be built 

50. Way past the point of renovation  

51. Not adequate facility footprint is residential  

52. A new or extensively renovated HS is needed 

53. If it is cost effective and can get us all that our students need  

54. Use as a district office and also a grade band school ie: 5-6 or 7-8, etc.   

55. Admin and other purposes  

56. Could be elem. on ground level and admin (district) on second floor  

57. No - need room for further growth - need land which will only get more expensive in the future.   

58. Our staff and students have worked too hard making due to give them second best now 

4. I feel the program offerings at the Middle School meet the needs of our learners (Circle) 

Yes 39  No 54 

1.  not sure 

2. higher level classes, integrated content, STEM 

3. Not yet getting there 

4. Like to see more clubs like robotics, drama 
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5. More arts: choir, improved band orchestra too. Foreign language offerings besides just Spanish, 

additional tech offerings, drama. 

6. life skills how to use a debit credit card balance a checkbook etc. 

7. More of the "life skills" classes and teachings  

8. I think there should be more co-curricular offerings  

9. Unsure - I don't have children at the Middle School. I'm not sure what they offer at this time.  

10. I'm not familiar with their programs offerings, but sports are all I see; there should be others - arts choir, 

drama, music - service organization. Volunteer opportunities... 

11. Additional co-curricular offerings - after school academic support, student clubs and activities 

12. Drama, leadership (student government), newspaper 

13. I would like to see more electives offered and more technology offerings  

14. Not enough information 

15. Not enough information 

16. Need more clubs and activities for them. Annual, leadership etc 

17. Robotics, ASB clubs 

18. Not all students receive the opportunities for electives . Recycling  

19. For the most part. However I feel that our students are rushed through material to meet guidelines.  

There is adequate space as multiple classrooms are vacant during planning and collaboration time that could be 

used to reduce student teacher ratio for better reaching students that fall though the cracks . Keyboarding, 

computer labs  

20. Increase in the arts, music, vocational 

21. I don't know enough about the current programs to comment . 

22. Music, art, shop - all students should be able to take these instead of 3 math or 3 ELA classes 

23. STEM, more electives, expand science classes 

24. I'd like to see space for non-athletic clubs 

25. Would like to see more electives offered.  If taking AVID should also be able to experience other 

electives . 

26. No tier 2 interventions for struggling students  

27. Not enough info 

28. Computer labs / science labs 
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29. STEM options - courses for HS credit AG, Alg, Spanish 

30. There needs to be a push to re-establish program offerings in the arts at the middle school level 

31. I know nothing about the Middle School 

32. Students are lacking in core areas 

33. I do not have up-to-date knowledge of program offerings at HMS 

34. More technology offerings are needed 

35. Additional elective offerings would be useful for students  

36. More clubs, a leadership class would greatly enhance their middle school experience  

37. No opinion  

38. Science and technology labs  

39. They need better science facilities and technology labs  

40. Academic performance standards are below average 

41. Technology / keyboarding needs to be added so students are equipped with knowledge and tools to 

take computerized tests and be successful in our techie world.  Specialist class not taught by home room 

teacher.  

42. More tech to help students be more prepared for all the computerized tests.  

43. More electives overall.  If you get stuck in the AVID track - no electives at all.  Add general music, 

communications, theatre, arts, choir... 

44. Need more electives to help students experience a wide range of possibilities  

45. I don't have any children that attend the Middle School so I don't have information to contribute  

46. Music, Choir, Art  

46. Need more STEM offerings  

47. Need additional languages, STEM curriculum  

48. I don't know  

5. I feel there is adequate program space at the Middle School (Circle) add your thoughts 

Yes 52  No 39 

1. Unsure. I don't know enough about the Middle School for a valid answer 

2. Survey indicates facilities good 
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3. don't know 

4. The school is overcrowded 

5. I don't know enough 

6.  I believe they can utilize the space they have.  

7. Not sure 

8. Too many portable classrooms  

9. Need more larger computer labs.  

10. Reviewed data 

11. If more electives you would need more space 

12. Not for Physical or Occupational Therapy space or storage space for equipment used. 

13. It appears so 

14. More common areas / auditorium  

15. Unless teachers share rooms during coll. / planning we need space 

16. Yes however some steps can be taken to maximizing our layout 

17. Portables need replacing  

18. Rooms vacant during collaboration periods should be utilized  

19. No empty rooms and portables 

20. Expansion of current facility is needed science facilities  

21. We need portables 

22. Home Ec needs expanding, Resource Room needs to be larger 

23. We have enough space for programs but we don't provide the students with the options  

24. Yes - there needs to be more programs available  

25. If add more electives you need additional program space 

26. IDK answer 

27. As I have seen the MS has portables and currently have leaky ceiling. Everyone should have 

equal access to the main building  

28. Performing arts space 

29. As much as I can tell, it seems they have adequate space - one big gap is lack of a stage for 

drama / music. 
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30. Portables at Middle School are old and moldy  

31. More labs are needed 

32. No opinion  

33. Technology 

34. Teachers are sharing classrooms as recent as last year.  If you add more electives, you'll need 

more space  

35. Unsure 

36. Not sure 

37. Don't know - defer thoughts to the staff at the middle school  

6. I feel the program offerings at the High School meet the needs of our learners.  

(Circle) add your thoughts 

Yes  15  No 80 

1.  Our kids are losing out, in a big, big, way.  Science labs are outdated, lack of restrooms, the 

arts don't have enough space to really have a program, halls are crowded, lack of computer labs.  I do 

however like the shops that provide learning opportunities that benefit from "hands on" learning. 

2. Don't know 

3.  Higher level learners, STEM, etc. 

4. We need to do more to align programs to the CCSS 

5. No High Schoolers in family yet 

6. Same issues at the Middle School plus additional science tech increased emphasis on 

vocational 

7. Especially for the life skills for Special Ed. students  

8. I feel its agriculture based. I am a cosmetology instructor and many States have the program 

available in the highs schools just like hort. or ag. 

9. More "life skills" classes ie: balancing check book, taxes, job apps., more female based 

electives  

10. Not all of them 

11. I feel there needs to be more honors and AP classes offered and ag-ed classes.  There are 

huge waiting lists to get into the ag program  

12.. Our students at PHS are missing out on academic rigor due to the lack of AP classes offered, 

beneficial electives, science courses are lacking due to insufficient lab settings 

13. Students need more opportunities - real world experiences and skills.  
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14. Classes need to be arranged to meet the needs of the students. Look at what is new and 

updated practices.  

15.  Not enough info 

16. The high school so needs new rooms, modernization and a whole new school  

17. Need more info 

18. I do not feel there is adequate space to meet the need.  Our students suffer due to oversized 

classes  

19.  Arts, vocational music instrumental and vocal  

20. Way to limited, lack of Tech or Voc Ed. 

21. No - we've had the same programs offered to the students for years  

22. There needs to be more classes that can apply to life outside of school  

23. Need to look at updated classes and practices.  Curriculum needs to be aligned to common 

core standards not the same classes taught 15 years ago.  Schedule needs to meet student needs. 

24. We meet the needs of the students in the middle.  PHS requires more upper level classes an 

remediation classes.  

25. Labs are way to small - inadequate - teachers do a fantastic job must adjust to facility  

26. No science labs, no theater arts, rooms to small 

27. Need more options for classes and fewer students per class 

28. Our science offerings are not meeting the needs of students and are not able to be modified 

29. We need math (science (STEM) options, tech must be updated, art options infrastructure is 

awful  

30. There is a severe inadequacy in the arts program at the high school  

31. High school could use more electives, more technology classes 

32. Crowded and students in the church is not offering to the needs of our learners  

33. Special education space is old and outdated.  Old building is in poor repair.   

34. More programs needed relative to technology; to facilitate this we need more lab space 

35. Our facility limits our core offerings as well as electives, especially in sciences and arts 

36. More science and vocational offerings are needed, competition - level marching band, jazz band 

37. We need to add a diversity factor to keep students challenged and progressing forward  

38. Critical need for at least one additional Falls classroom a computer lab 
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39. More technology, video production, science labs  

40. Many spaces have to be double used gym / cafeteria, stage / gym  

41. More technology labs 

42. We need to add courses that are more technology based, robotics, differentiated math 

43. I don't know I am a new teacher 

44. Unable to have courses based on space equipment and tech that prevalent to students  

45. Always open to adding program offerings  

46. Need technology and keyboarding and more language offerings.  More offering in the Arts 

47. Having the sped classes in the church is not the best for these students and other students  

48. Curriculum needs to be aligned to standards as in K-8 master schedule needs to meet student 

needs not the same old schedule from 15 years ago.  

49. Could add more scheduling maybe need to look different  

50. Need more electives - better schedule built on student desires and needs  

51. Less emphasis on college - more options for apprenticeships vocational offerings  

52. Unsure 

53, Need to add more challenging classes and more diversified STEM offerings 

54. Need STEM, other languages  

7. Additional program offerings or enhancements that I think should be offered at the High 

School 

1. Marching Band 

2. More clubs 

3. A class to teach them life skills for example balancing their check book, how to file taxes and 

changing a tire 

4. Music, choir, jazz band, orchestra, French, (additional languages) 

5. Yes more programs for special needs students 

6. labs / advanced tech / languages other than Spanish 

7. I think more diverse and cultural programs should be offered  

8. Offer tri-tech Voc Tech programs in schools that keep FTE money in our school 

9. More elective offerings, especially vocational courses  
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10. More labs and vocational classes 

11. Not sure 

12. Additional co-curricular opportunities other than athletics  

13. Additional zero hour courses, AP courses, Journalism, newspaper / communication classes 

14. Our students at PHS are missing out on academic rigor due to the lack of AP classes offered, 

beneficial electives, science courses are lacking due to insufficient lab settings 

15. I think more arts, tech and college readiness like electives, health opportunities and STEM 

16.  More honors, AP, IB classes 

17. Honors classes in especially English. Raise the bar for preparing our students for college by 

providing higher quality classes in English for the 9th and 10 grades 

18. More AP classes 

19.  Not enough info 

20.  Robotics 

21. Recycling  

22. Band AP classes 

23. Arts 

24. More performing arts, more electives / choices 

25. Robotics, Journalism, stronger music program 

26. Voc Ed  

27. All students need help filling out college applications and resumes not just AVID students. More 

sessions of electives - not just one class of drama or band 

28. Full AP slate.  Full reading and writing Lab. Physics Lab. Differentiated Math 

29. Technology enhancements 

30. Commons area, place to eat, no training room, real classrooms not 40 year old portables. 

Sports Med / Radio and TV 

31. Electives 

32. STEM, drama, technology courses, music offering 

33. STEM Lab, Technology, Art - Auditorium  

34. Any strong artistic outlet would benefit the high school. Choir, marching band, marimba, etc.  
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35. I believe every student should have access to the technology to keep up with the new tech age 

we are in  

36. New gym/s would bring in more opportunity  

37. Lab space for AP Biology Lab space for Physics  

38. Additional vocational offerings in house instead of having students travel to Tri Cities  

39. STEM, robotics, and manufacturing classes.  Difficult to add some without additional lab space  

40. Adequate physical ed opportunities, enhanced science labs, library space  

41. Enhanced offerings in sciences (expand electives) and arts (drama and music)  

42. Robotics, sports medicine, radio/TV production 

43. Prosser Falls - art, agriculture, CTE classes 

44. Falls - Classroom teaching in addition with existing classroom  

45. Video production  

46. Better labs for science classes, out current portables do not support out educational goals  

47. Auditorium for community events / plays 

48. Tri-tech on campus, viticulture etc., ROTC program  

49. Advanced sciences, vocational technologies 

50. (Same for MS)  CCSS should "standardize" to a degree the same class taught by different 

teachers.  I have not seen this, but the opposite.  Depending upon which teach you have expectations, 

assignments, exams can be vastly different.  Another different foreign language.  Not so much 

emphasis on sports / football  

51. More theater arts, jazz band stage band  

52. Speech (debate) drama-expanded - music  

53. I believe there should be more advanced courses at the high school and students should be 

able to earn college credit.  

54. STEM 

55. More vocational and STEM, more art, foreign languages, music, drama  

8. I feel there is adequate program space at the High School (Circle) add your thoughts 

Yes 1  No 105 

1.   Regardless of a mathematical equation, we don't have enough space.  Classes are crowded 

and there are not enough bathrooms. 

2. New school...too many portables 
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3. Halls are packed, no walking room. No parking space 

4. They can't fit in to the rooms they have - already using nearby facilities 

5. Classes are too big for classroom size 

6. We need a new school 

7. I don't know enough 

8. Unsure 

9. I don't think there is enough space to even "change your mind" not to mention run programs  

10. Too many students - classrooms are significantly overcrowded  

11. Look at the data 

12. No physical occupational therapy space for therapy or storage of equipment. Special Education 

classes should nt be segregated  

13. We should offer more music and art opportunities  

14. Goodness no - that place seems to be packed 

15. Portables need replacing; church is not adequate; building too crowded  

16. The high school is archaic  

17. We need an appropriate performing arts space like a 300 seat theater.  

18. There isn't even enough space for the students that attend 

19. There isn't enough room for the kids that go there now 

20. There is an overreliance on portables.  There is little to no collaboration space.  There needs to 

be larger technology labs, reading and writing labs and classroom space.  The school needs a physics 

lab.  

21. Science labs are very deficient.  There is no Physics lab at all - and other labs are overcrowded 

- lab space is also shared with class space.  

22. No space for speech, outside counseling etc. 

23. Lab space for science classes is inadequate and below safety standards 

24. No way - incredibly short on space  

25. There is not enough physical space to truly provide the education the kids deserve  

26. The portables are a hazard and no one should have to teach in these conditions  

27. Halls are super crowded. Classes are huge - I have 29 or 30 in my 4 geometry classes  

28. This space is crowded by any standard  
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29. We need centralized department hubs to be utilized for lab and coopertive discussion, and 

discussion / citizenship based activities  

30. Student commons need - collegial space for departments - no PE in alleys or portables, badly 

needed sciences lab space, safety issues  

31. No dedicated stage area for performances, limited science lab space, computer labs are lacking  

32. Rooms are small and outdated, computer labs are squeezed into small classrooms not 

equipped for technology  

33. We need more open space for a safe environment for students  

35. More technology lab space is needed.  Rooms need to be larger for more collaborative activities  

35. Portables, several buildings are not good for security and communication.  

36. Math classes are packed with little room for activities  

37. Classrooms are really cramped.  We need larger science rooms because current classrooms 

are  unsafe to conduct labs  

38. athletics, commons area lacking, drama  

39. Athletics, cafeteria, commons area, theater are just a few 

40. Crowded classrooms, halls, etc 

41. Not enough lockers for students, old buildings  

42. Students are being housed at a church and in portables.  Not enough spcae for kids in halls, or 

extra rooms for additional programs  

43. Lack of tech space  

44. Student bathroom are horrendous and not enough  

45. Unsure 

46.  No room for more programs  

Elementary Schools 

General Comments 

1. Where are we going to get the "most bang for our buck" with these 3 choices? 

2. I don't feel like I know enough to say whether modernizing or new buildings would be best.  I do 

think that we are already or near the point that we are too big for just 2 schools. I'd rather see 3 - like 

sized elementary schools configured K-5 

3. For answers 9-12 I would be willing to look at all possibilities and to do what is best for our 

community and students. 
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4. Time to start over 

5. I don't really know what would be best for configuration  

6. I do not have a stake in this to have an opinion, other that the fact that we must improve our 

facilities.  I will support whichever choice is made. 

7. Whichever is most efficient use of money  

8. No opinion about elementary  

9. I support the modernization and additions of all three elementary schools (Circle) add your 

thoughts 

Yes 75  No 33 

1.  It seems like Whitstran might be condemned before this is all said and done.  

2. Change is difficult - this maintains "status quo" but is it cost effective to modernize 3 different 

buildings?  

3. Update for current practices to reflect current environment 

4. Yes - safety of our kids are not being met 

5. I don't think the facility should be modernized but instead a new one built.  I believe the school 

has outlived its ability to provide quality instruction 

6. Yes, our school need updated. Not secured or safe for lockdown safety, not enough room to 

grow or add new programs that are needed 

7. All three could use an overhaul 

8. need new schools 

9. We need new schools 

10. Heights and Whitstran at least need to be rebuilt  

11. Yes on Keene Riverview and Heights no on Whitstran  

12. Whitstran is in desperate need of significant renovations but all elementary schools have too 

many portable classrooms   

13. No the buildings need too many renovations and updates 

14. We need more space 

15. Choice #3 for elementary schools  

16. They should be K-5 school 

17.  Updating facilities / expansion  
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18. Maybe - depends on which plan is the most cost effective 

19. Whitstran and Heights are priority  

20. No - they should just rebuild all three elementary schools 

21  No - they are falling apart 

22. Heights is too small 

23. All elementary schools need updating 

24. The community and culture is so established at each school I feel this is the best option  

25. When we move here I want my kids in an up to date classroom not a patched together one  

26. Yes - if it is not feasible to build two new facilities 

27. Whitstran - Critical need for additional space at school.  Half grades / Special Ed / library in 

portables  

28. Yes - but not at the expense of doing nothing at the HS 

29. Or 3 equal K-5 buildings and redraw lines.  Systems breaking down and causing damage.  Fix 

broken brick and metal for structure damage  

30. All need to be modernized but Whitstran should be closed (cost efficiency) and moved into town  

31. Will the infrastructure support it @ Whitstran? 

32. I would like to see a school kept at Whitstran K-5 is a great opportunity for kids  

33. Yes - the schools desperately need modernization   

34. Keep neighborhood schools including Whitstran  

35. I support modernizing Whitstran and Heights KRV is fine 

10. I support  consolidating from three to two elementary schools, then modernize, and add 

additional space (Circle) add your thoughts   

Yes 54  No 49 

1.  Whichever is more fiscally responsible 

2. I'm having a hard time visualizing what would need to be done to make the schools large 

enough to fold 3 schools into 2 schools. It seems overwhelming to me - maybe it is not. Cost? 

3. Size may be issue...too many students 

4. Does adding additional space mean building a new school ro bundling up 3 schools into 2?  No 

we need to have 3 school but could be turned into a a K-5 school instead of how it is now. 
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5. Whitstran's family feel and small size provide academic and social benefits to the students and 

their families 

6. We need one elementary school in town and one elementary school in Whitstran  

7. Great idea 

8. Leave Whitstran possible remodel. Use Riverview as District Office and expand Heights to K-5 

or setup vocational classes at Riverview 

9. I like how the grade levels are split between Heights and Keen Riverview. I would be 

comfortable with bringing Whitstran students into these two. 

10. Riverview could be a K-1st grade (including Whitstran K-1st students) The new elementary 

school could be 2nd - 5th grade (combining Heights and Whitstran) 

11. If it financially makes sense to renovate KRV if it is considered to be in fair condition, I support 

that. 

12. The bigger the schools, the less flexibility there is in scheduling / programming  

13. Absolutely not! Whitstran is a very unique special place for students to learn. I will choose to 

send both of my kids there. 

14. I support moving the students from Whitstran over to Keene and Heights 

15. Choice #2 

16. You would lose something valuable if Whitstran school closed. This is truly a community here.  

17.  Yes 

18.  Yes - as long as we have solutions for logistics  

19. Whitstran is too small and old - bring all into town to two expanded schools  

20. It is more efficient to keep all students in a single school.  There are adversities the students 

suffer when being merged from Whitstran and Heights to HMS 

21. Not appropriate - the number of students at the locations would be to great making students to 

anonymous  

22. Yes - I feel we could better utilize resources - physical, material, and human - better if we were 

to consolidate 

23. Probably the best option 

24. Not qualified to make a statement 

25. No need for Whitstran any longer.  Populations are the same now. 

26. How can we pack all those students into two buildings? 

27. You bet. Something that best suits students  
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28. Whichever is most efficient  

29. Seems like the best option - however - not sure I am qualified to judge  

30. No - Whitstran serves a very specific population that the community supports 

31. HS still should be priority, do not runoff voters with too much at once 

32. I would support 10 or 11, whichever one would meet and maintain future needs.  

33. It doesn't seem cost effective to keep Whitstran  

34. Some grades at Whitstran have town kids - 1 whole K most of the time - then they come back in 

35. Keep current K-2 3-5 configuration  

36. Whitstran School is important to the community in the area 

37. Not if it means less programs are offered  

38. Where would the building go? 

39. Sounds great anything to get the job done 

40. Not big enough land parcel 

41. Community schools are integral. Leave all 3  

42. I feel elementary schools should remain small to best meet the needs of those students  

11. I support building two new elementary schools(circle) add your thoughts  

Yes 79  No 21 

1.  Whichever is more fiscally responsible 

2. I am assuming this choice maintains 3 elementary schools - building two new schools would be 

wonderful - but again - is it cost effective? 

3. To replace current 

4. Yes if the two are Heights and Whitstran with a remodel / update at Keene. 

5. I think the kids need a new facility that provides then with environment to learn and succeed 

with the materials they deserve not buildings that are slowly falling apart. 

6. Yes 

7. Give Whitstran a new building and one other probably Heights 

8. I feel Whitstran is an important school for the agriculture community 

9. Improve the existing buildings  

10. Not if Whitstran gets torn down 
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11. We need new schools we don't have enough space 

12. possibly - depending on utilization of existing building  

13. It might be a good idea to close down Whitstran School and combine with Riverview and 

Heights in a new big building  

14. I strongly feel the facilities are almost to the point of no return 

15. Yes - Our buildings need too much repair to be as cost effective options.   

16. We need to demo and build 2 new elementary schools 

17. Yes - I believe it is time to go K-5 and do away with Whitstran.  I do like the K-2 model if there 

was a way to keep it would be great  

18. K-5 or K-6 

19. Yes - preferred 

20. Choice #1 

21. Care would have to be taken so both schools were "the" school to attend 

22. Ideally yes, but high school needs to be priority  

23. Yes - but with remodel of one of the current schools  

24. No - I feel Keene Riverview needs modernizing and additional classroom space to eliminate so 

many portables.  But current classrooms in the building are ok.  Whitstran and Heights are in much 

greater need. 

25. 2 new K-3 buildings and 4-6 configuration  

26. Only after new H. S. 

27. It would be awesome to have new schools for all students  

28. Utilize PHS as third option for elementary or move district offices to PHS building  

29. Not sure 2 new ones are really necessary - I would support consolidating and building 1 new 

elementary school  

30. Existing space issues are critical at least 3 school - to meet the needs of learners 

31. Should be in the plan - at least replace heights - maybe update KRV  

32. Yes - but not at the expense of doing nothing at the High School 

33. Yes - build two new schools in grade bands use the remodeled old HS as a grade band.  

34. Yes - K-5 buildings  

35. Smaller schools not huge schools  
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36. If necessary or financially viable  

37. Possibly  

38. Build to replace those 2 in most need  

39. Yes - Cost.  New buildings encourage and benefit students and staff it increases moral and 

provides growth. Remolding is temporary  

40. Use and renovate existing buildings   

41. If these were Heights and Whitstran  

42. I feel with the current conditions of our elementary schools it would be best to have two K-5 new 

schools  

43. I do support another elementary school but I feel the second school should wait.  

12. I support reorganizing elementary grade bands and buildings from K-2; 3,4,5; to K-5 schools. 

(circle) add your thoughts 

Yes 76  No 29 

1.  I need to think about this before I speak. Not sure yet, however, I'm sure I will have some input 

later.  

2. I really like having the majority of 3, 4, 5 grade teachers at the Heights - for the most part we are 

all on the "same page" and student learning improves 

3. More teachers in your PLC 

4. Three K-5 schools of equal size 

5. I have worked in both and feel that the K-5 configuration has many benefits in terms of building 

climate, curriculum alignment and program supports. 

6. Yes having 7-8 teachers per grade level at one school is too much in regards to staff 

development. Also having the opportunity for school wide buddies and able to see the growth from K-5 

would be good to see. 

7. There is a benefit to seeing students progress from K to 5. K-5 at all 3 elementary schools  

8. I support all K-5 buildings 

9. K-5 schools 

10. K-5 is too much of an age gap. I believe K-2 and 3-5 is perfect 

11. That would work too 

12. Yes it will help older students respect the younger students maybe have them help with younger 

grades 
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13. K-5 neighborhood schools would encourage more collaboration between grades, allow family 

ties to school easier communicated and reduce travel time on buses and traffic 

14. The building staffs cannot agree on common curriculum in math and reading and K-5 is a better 

system for education.  

15. We do not have an art program at K-2 Keene and no music at heights. Technology access is 

also limited due to lack or resources and equipment 

16. I would like to explore what other districts have done with possible K-3 4.5.6 or something like 

that 

17. I would need further investigation  

18. I've worked in various grade band schools. Overall the K-5 setting offers more advantages 

19. K-5 has its value but - as it is now everyone has the same educational experiences in town. 

Whitstran is just a special environment  

20. Whitstran has awesome programs K-5 

21. One K-2 and one 3-5 eliminates competition between schools and parents wanting to choose 

one over the other 

22. If we have no other option  

23. K-5 

24. K-5 

25. I would go further - K-6, 7-9, 10-12 

26. Would rather see K-3 & 4,5,6 

27. I don't understand enough to comment 

28. Unfortunately the schools are not all equal. If I was sent to Whitstran over KRV I would be  

29. No - because of upper grades bulling kids at lower levels 

30. If the people closest to this issue faculty staff parents @ elementary school want to do this, I 

would support it.  If they don't want it I would not support it.  

31. Good continuity - leadership with K-5 

32. Neighborhood school can be a good thing if all share same socio-economic diversity  

33. Builds community for families who are there for multiple years  

34. No - I have taught in a district with three K-5 schools. There was lots of rivalry and animosity 

between schools.  Schools were compared unfairly.  I like K-3 school 4-6 school and Junior High 7,8,9. 

3rd graders, 6th graders and 9th graders not always mature enough to be in schools with upper 

classman at middle and high school. 
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35. We do so much collaborating with our grade level - it is hard when not at the same school. I like 

our K-2 school - the students are comfortable there.  

36. Keep it in grade bands - then there is no "good" school or "bad school.  Kids go through all 

together.   

37. Not if 2 then get "good" "bad" schools 

38. I support having / keeping a K-5 school.  If that means 2 K-5 schools, or 3 - K-5 schools thats 

great.  Whichever is more feasible. 

39. K-2 and 3-5 works well  

40. Any changes to upgrade the buildings = good 

41. Need continuity between schools and programs.  One school has music another art.  Need the 

arts at all schools with the opportunity for collaborative teams.   

42. K-2 is too misaligned - they don't always see the "bigger" picture  

43. I think having two K-5 elementary schools would provide the best option for all students  

44. For the best use of resources keeping the schools at K-2 and 3_5 is best but for consistency of 

programs and learning K-5 works better 

13. I feel the program offerings at the elementary schools meet the needs of our learners.. 

(Circle) add your thoughts 

Yes 22  No 79 

1. Not enough space - frazzled teachers. Open it to para-pros and the community to add programs 

after school. 

2. Higher gifted. STEM, etc 

3. We need to develop our ELL Programs and provide better differentiation especially 3-5 

4. Special Ed Department curriculum update and more space 

5. No music, keyboarding on a weekly basis.  Having 3rd graders and reading programs out in the 

portables is not great set-up 

6. no space for reading, bilingual and math programs 

7. More arts - music, drama, visual. Put librarians back into all buildings full-time 

8. I feel that their is to much pressure on our students and teachers because of State testing.  We  

are losing sight of what our kids need to learn because of wanting higher test scores 

9. RTI; unable to differentiate as necessary  

10. more math and reading to all students 

11. I don't know of any programs  
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12. I think there needs to be more programs. Heights doesn't even have a music program.  

13. We should have art K-2 and we should have music at 3-5 and currently those grade bands 

either have one or the other 

14. We need music and art K-5 at all schools 

15. There is not enough curriculum based assessment and the teachers don't have a curriculum.  

16. Need more current material that are researched based. Curriculum is really old and outdated 

17. We need more support programs. A tech lab as a class and science class.  

18. No sequential phonetic reading program available to struggling learners except in SpEd. 

19. We need to provide more and better interventions for struggling learners at the K-2 level.  

20. Because the teachers make it happen 

21. There are not enough science opportunities for my students  

22. Music programs  

23. We  need additional space for intervention programs and computer labs housed in the building  

24. We should have smart boards, more technology in general  

25. needs more tech 

26. We need differentiated support programs. Currently we are not RTI model 

27. Art & music are lacking 

28. Not enough info 

29. Band should be included  

30. More opportunities would be linked with additional space  

31. More Tech - better Tech.  A music room not on a stage - that is access for everyone -  

32. No theater / performance center in entire district to use for music performances  

33. No current remedial programs between reg. classroom and spec. ed classroom  

34. We need more teachers to help students not in Special Ed but falling behind in the classroom. 

35. We need separate music / art / PE specialists.  They all need to be offered at each school. 

There should be a specialist for each subject 

36. No music at Heights, no teacher for library  

37. Not consistent between the schools 

38. Need to put a stronger arts program back in  
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39. No STEM 

40 Could use more staff to support ELA 

41. I feel the program offerings at the elementary level school include a full time librarian, art 

teacher, music teacher and PE teacher to give students the best education available. Technology is 

outdated. Would be great to have band and choir  

42. We need programs that also support the learning needs of non ELA students  

43. All elementary schools should have a better music and PE and library program  

14. Additional program offerings or enhancements that I think should be offered at the 

elementary  schools 

1. More arts, science, PE and the space to do those 

2. Native language instruction, foreign language instruction for English speakers 

3. Robotics, chess, "hands on" learning - building clubs, music -crafts, etc. 

4. We struggle to use technology as an integrated part of leaning, we have very limited spaces for 

special support programs, guided reading libraries  

5. Clubs, music, sports 

6. ASB, yearbook, more tutoring, different athletics and academic teams, safety patrol (crossing 

guards), caring kids program 

7. Music, keyboarding, theatre  

8. Music and band 

9. I think a focus should be adding music and art for our students  

10. Yes, to all students in math and reading 

11. Music (instruments) / arts / technology  

12. More programs for diverse groups 

13. We need more programs to help our special needs students 

14. More "life skills" / socialization  

15. Music in all schools 

16. Computers - interventions  

17. Music in all elementary schools, band and choir, computer classes 

18. Technology and keyboarding should be offered to our students especially since they are 

required to take state tests on computers  

19. I currently teach a reading class in a 1/4 of a portable with no bathroom or running water 
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20. Music at Heights 

21. Additional interventions that help students that do not qualify for special ed services  

22. Art, music, technology specific phonics reading interventions and curriculum for each subject we 

make and create our curriculum currently.  

23. Our students at PHS are missing out on academic rigor due to the lack of AP classes offered, 

beneficial electives, science courses are lacking due to insufficient lab settings 

24. Curriculum  

25. We need a full time counselor with support. Certified librarian needed.  

26.  We need a library teacher and teach more after school offerings  

27. A variety of reading programs available to meet student needs 

28. No - special education programs available to meet student needs  

29. Weekly music and art at each building 

30. Art and music should be included in all elementary programs  

31. Recycling  

32. All elementary students need to learn keyboarding skills it should not be offered at PHS. There 

are many assignments requiring that knowledge at 6th grade level are not met.  

33. Music  

34. Intervention and cafeteria space are needed  

35. Science class and a tech class added for each grade 

36. Art / Music / Computers 

37. I think more help in the math depts. Kids are expected to learn so much and are rushed through  

38. Unsure 

39. Not enough info 

40. STEM robotics  

41. Core curriculum classes in addition to such things as after school programs better utilized with 

space  

42. Tech labs and technology / keyboarding needs to be added at KRV and Heights students need 

to be taught skills required to take computerized tests and be successful in our tech world.  Specialist 

class not taught by homeroom teacher.  

43. More tech, keyboarding, and arts  
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44. Librarian at every elementary - not just once a week  science program tech program specific to 

each grade level.   

45. Music and art should both be offered at all elementary schools  

46. Science labs, separate gym, art room, music room.  A real gym not used for many programs at 

the same time. 

47. Music, library taught by a certified teacher  

48. Music education, cafeteria where students can eat lunch, so they don't have to eat in the 

classroom  

49. Art and music at all elementary schools, all grades  

50. Support of STEM and emphasize it in all grade levels   

51 Art 

52. After school - gifted or enhancement  

15. I feel there is adequate program space at the Elementary Schools (Circle) add your thoughts 

Yes 5  No 79 

1. Already "filled to the gills" Administrators have a very difficult time finding space / room for 

whatever we are doing now. 

2. No more portables 

3. No - we need cafeterias and gym space separate  

4. No - every classroom looks small and crowded  

5. No 

6.  No space to grow 

7. I don't feel there is adequate space 

8. No - Whitstran is a very tight fitting school when it comes to class size 

9. No 

10. No 

11. No never enough space 

12. No - more space is needed 

16. Nope 

17. No 

18. No - need more space at all schools 
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19. The portables are pathetic and unhealthy. The main buildings are crowed, dirty and antiquated  

20. Too many portables 

21.  No - computer labs too small. Music @ KRV taught in a space without windows 

22. Yes at Keene but not sure about Whitstran and Heights 

23. No - Music room on stage, Multi-purpose is for PE and lunch - yuck P. T room too small. Speical 

services in hall  

24. No - special education programs are forced into spaces that are too small 

25. No for physical or occupational therapy or speech 

26. Seriously, we need more space 

27. buildings with portables done have adequate space  

28. No - There needs to be a more appropriate music space and larger more appropriate space for 

the developmental Preschool and resource room.  They have long outgrown their spaces and will 

continue to grow in numbers.  

29. No 

30. Schools are to small 

31. Restructure - build new to house students  

32. I think all the elementary schools are over crowded  

33. Need adequate space for a music program, science program - labs?, and an art room 

34. Portables are not the answer  

35. Need adequate functional space, period 

36. Unsure 

37. Not enough info 

38. PE space 

39. Need gyms not a combo cafeteria / gym  

40. Unknown  

41. More space for recess, more space for meals (not eating in rooms)  

42. KRV has one entire grade level in portables and 1/2 of another grade level in portables.  Heights 

has most of a grade level in portables. 

43. No - KRV music teacher teaches on stage 2nd grade, Kinder, and 3rd grade are in portables.  

No room for growth at KRV or Heights. 
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44. No - not adequate space - many programs are in cramped spaces or not allowed because there 

is no space  

45. No - Whitstran gym too small - lacking meeting space - storage  

46. No - just look at the "office" for the PE/Art/Music Specialist at Whitstran. Not adequate to store 

all tree subjects in a 6' x 8" room  

47. No - portables as evidence  

48. Heights and KRV if they continue with same # of students  

49. Yes - I am at Whitstran and, while space is at a premium, disagree with the functional 

assessment / rating.  

50. No - we need more space for students and faculty  

51. No - not enough room  

16. Regarding the possibility of running a bond to improve Prosser Schools, I feel the District is on 

the right track (circle) add your thoughts 

1. Wrong Track   5 Right Track 

1. 2 

2. 6 

3. 26 

4. 35 

5. 38 

1. Take the focus off of the High School or add improvements / construction or Elem. schools to 

the High School Bond.  

2. Essentially 

3. Not sure what the District tract is? A bond is a must have.  Our kids and this great community 

deserve to have the same opportunities and learning environment.  

4. I believe its detrimental to not provide our kids with a new facility that meets their safety, health, 

and educational needs 

5. We haven't passed any bonds - why do we think this will?  What is the Superintendent and the 

Board going to do to change this feeling toward them? 

6. I have serious doubts a bond will ever pass with Ray here.  That's the feedback I hear over and 

over from locals.  Ray isn't trusted by the public anymore.  

7. I feel like this study has identified needs across the district  
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8. I'm not sure what track the district is on anymore? 

9. We need to put a bond on the table 

10. There doesn't appear to be a track 

11. While I strongly support a bond to build or overhaul new schools I worry that there will not be 

community support, particularly as long as the current superintendent remains in position. A great 

number of my neighbors, church members have said absolutely not.  Community members also voice 

financial concerns as a secondary issue, sentimental as a third.  Who is on the task force? Who will 

read this? 

12. Expectations have decreased as far as senior project (eliminated) Feels like Prosser used to be 

known for its quality schools but not any longer. 

13. I'm not sure what the track is but we definitely need a bond for new schools.  

14. People need more information. Make a decent building not a Taj Mahal 

15. As long as they are specific  

16. This study and survey is a great way to go about it 

17. I am unfamiliar so it's not a question I can answer knowledgably   

18.  District represented by outside task force with district connections may have better chance for 

passing  

19. By now we should have at least a new High School 

20. I am guessing. I don't know enough of the details 

21. What track we are on has not been communicated well. 

22. Run it ASAP 

23. Not sure when the bond will be run or what the plan is 

24. Let's get it done 

25. Really stress a "no" vote is saying no to students and their needs  

26. After the last run at it I don't know what passing a bond would take in this area 

27. I would like to know more about the strategic adjustments the district is utilizing to improve the 

likelihood of passage  

28. Honestly am unsure what track we are on - this is the first set of details we have received since 

the last bond  

29. We need to run a bond to update our facilities  

30. New schools and modernization is needed  

31. It looks like doing the studies and getting input is going well  
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32. Asking staff input first is nice this time.  Going slow and doing research is good  

33. Not sure to answer...what is the District's plan at this point?  Seems to be unknown at this time 

34. Maybe don't ask for the moon (such as expensive HS) but ask for adequate  

35. There is no prioritization on this survey.  Therefore as in the past the administration and the 

"citizens" committee which is usually controlled by admin will do what they want without consideration 

of the people working in the buildings.  

36. The facilities need to be improved  

37. It's a split community - not sure what needs to be done.  Glad we have this group working on it.  

38. Yes we need the money to improve our building and program offerings  

39. Not sure but must include community esp. taxpayer input  

40. This depends on what the bond entails  

41. This would depend what's put on the bond  

42. I'm not sure what track the district is on, but would like more information  

43. You need to survey the community (everyone) and find out the real reason people are not 

supporting the bond.  Not happy with programs, staff, administration  

17. Regarding K-12 student programs, I feel the District is on the right track (circle) add your 

thoughts 

1 Wrong Track  5 Right  Track 

1 6 

2. 14 

3. 49 

4 26 

5 14 

1. No space, no money, no staff / volunteers to run programs 

2. Still have much work to do, but we are getting there bit by bit 

3. I don't know enough throughout K-12 to choose 

4. I think the condition of the Elementary schools is not publicized but the dilapidation can't even 

be painted over any more. Breaks my heart.  
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Sadly, at the Heights only the ventilation has changed, and a few windows are now boarded over. The 

tile, sink, faucet, cupboards, coat racks, etc are all still here. No smart boards, 2 old student computers, 

not exactly a 21st century education. 

5. We need strong leadership and better facilities  

6. They need to explore options and see what kids are being asked to do. What do we need to 

support them 

7. Purchase complete curriculums that provide all needed supports so that teachers can teach and 

not re-invent the wheel 

8. Too much testing not enough time for fun in school.  There is nothing here about special 

education preschool. We have a large population and very inadequate facility.  They cannot learn as 

well crammed into one portable where there is not enough room for their special equipment of for them 

to experience sensory motor  facilitation.  Even the days had to be cut back this year because space is 

too small.   

9. We need to prioritize improvement of school facilities  

10.  I am unfamiliar and must abstain  

11. Our district needs more programs to provide equal opportunity to match other districts students  

12. New ELA curriculum at HMS is way off track  

13. Moving in the right direction but hard on teachers and students - piece-meeling curriculum. 

14. Missing a lot of needs for students to help them for the future 

15. Let the teachers of the schools decide.  Facilities limit programs  

16. I think we would like to be on the right track but our facilities are too outdated to keep up with 

neighboring districts  

17. Programs limited by facilities  

18. Our facilities limit our programs 

19. The district is on track as far as it can be allowed given the available facilities  

20. I hear about offerings at other area High School and wonder why Prosser can't / won't offer 

more  

21. Using a curriculum 16 years old books and bindings falling apart.  Spell Keene- Riverview 

correctly.  Didn't ask for a priority list ie: elementary schools first, then High School, etc.   

22. We jump on bandwagons, then dump the program.  Nothing feels consistent over time and we 

only serve programs for certain kids.  Consistency is trying to be made, but it has become a "personal" 

struggle for teachers rather than an objective change to the profession  

23. Schools are run down and the moral at the schools are not what they use to be  

24. District is doing well with programs offered but things could be better  


